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A mean field theory is introduced to describe a helical inversion in nematic-cholesteric mix-
tures and binary cholesteric mixtures. Taking into account a chiral coupling between unlike
molecules, the helical pitch is derived as a function of orientational order parameters and
concentration. We find the conditions of helical inversions for the mixtures and derive the
concentration of the helical inversions, depending on the chiral interaction. The numerical
results are in agreement with the experimental results. We also examine phase separations on
the temperature-concentration plane, including the helical inversions. A large variety of phase
separations, such as the two-phase coexistence between a right-handed rich and a left-handed
rich phase, etc., are predicted.
Keywords: helical inversion; cholesteric; chiral nematic; cholesteric mixture, phase
separation
1. Introduction
Chiral mesophases, or chiral nematic phases, in binary mixtures of nematic
and cholesteric liquid crystalline (LC) molecules and mixtures of cholesteric LC
molecules exhibit helical structures with a pitch and a helix sense. The helical struc-
tures in these chiral LC mixtures depend on the concentration and temperature.(1–
4). Many experimental observations of the helical inversions have been reported.(5–
16) For example, it is well known that a chiral mixture of a right- and a left-
handed chiral LC molecule shows an inversion of the screw sense at a particu-
lar concentration.(5–9) The mixture of nematic MBBA (p-methoxybenzylidene-p-
n-butylaniline) and cholesteric cholesteryl chloride exhibits the helical inversion
by changing the concentration.(10, 18) In a mixture of two cholesteric molecules
with the same helical sense in the pure state, a twofold inversion of the helix has
been observed.(13) Helical inversions in mixtures of a nematic liquid crystal and
nematic-like compounds with asymmetric side chains have also been systematically
investigated .(14, 15)
Theoretical studies for the helical inversion in binary cholesteric mixtures have
been presented by many authors.(17–30) Stegemeyer and Finkelmann have studied
the helical inversions of the binary cholesteric mixtures by means of the Goossens
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theory,(17) where asymmetric dipole-quadrupole interactions in the twist angle
have been taken into account.(12, 13, 21) Lin-Liu et. al. have considered a gen-
eral form for intermolecular interactions of chirality and discussed the behavior
of the temperature dependent pitch.(23, 24) Varichon et. al. have extended the
Lin-Liu theory to lyotropic systems and described helical inversions, but a phys-
ical interpretation of the parameters remains difficult. Adams et. al. reported a
phenomenological treatment of the dependence of the pitch on concentration.(19)
The theory has provided a mathematical satisfactory description of the observed
dependence of the pitch in the mixtures on concentration, however, orientational
order parameters of the components in the chiral mixtures have not been consid-
ered. The orientational order parameters are significantly important to study both
isotropic(I)-cholesteric(Ch) phase transitions (CIT ), or phase separations,(32–37)
and helical inversions in binary cholesteric mixtures. The importance of molecular
biaxiality of chiral molecules has also been recognized by some authors.(28–31)
Emelyanenko, Osipov, and Dunmur have taken into account the order parameters
for the nematic ordering of the long molecular axis and that of the short molecular
axis of biaxial molecules in a uniaxial nematic phase and shown that the molec-
ular biaxiality is important in determining the variation of the helical pitch with
temperature and concentration.(28)
In this paper, we present a molecular theory to describe the CIT and the helical
sense in binary mixtures of cholesteric molecules. We here neglect the molecular bi-
axiality. Based on our recent mean field theories for the Ch phase(38, 39) and twist-
bend nematic phase(40, 41), nematic-cholesteric mixtures and binary cholesteric
mixtures are examined. We derive the pitch wavenumber of the helix as a func-
tion of orientational order parameters and concentration. The results are consistent
with the approximate formulas obtained by Stegemeyer and Finkelmann.(21). The
helical inversion takes place at a particular concentration, depending on the chiral
interaction between unlike components. The conditions of the helical inversions are
found in nematic-cholesteric mixtures and binary cholesteric mixtures. Our theory
has a good agreement with the experimental results. We also examine phase sepa-
rations and helical inversions on the temperature-concentration plane. We predict
a rich variety of phase separations due to the helical sense: for example, a phase
separation between a right-handed rich and a left-handed rich phase, etc..
In the next section, we introduce the free energy for mixtures of cholesteric liq-
uid crystals. In Section 3.1, the numerical results for mixtures of nematic and
cholesteric LC molecules are shown. The properties of binary cholesteric mixtures
are discussed in Section 3.2. The phase transitions and phase separations accom-
panied helical inversions are discussed in Section 3.3.
2. Free energy of a binary mixture of LC molecules with chiral interactions
In this section, we introduce the free energy of a binary mixture of cholesteric LC
molecules with chiral interactions.
Consider a binary mixture of LC molecules A and B. Let NA be the number
of the LC molecule A of the length LA with diameter D and NB be the number
of the LC molecule B of the length LB with diameter D. We define the axial
ratio ni ≡ Li/D. The volume of the LC molecule A and that of B are given by
vA = a
3nA and vB = a
3nB, respectively, where we define a
3 ≡ (pi/4)D3 ≃ D3. Let
φA = vANA/V and φB = vBNB/V be the volume fraction of the molecule A and
B, respectively, where V is the volume of the system: φA + φB = 1.
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The free energy of the mixtures consists of the following two terms:
F = Fmix + Fani. (1)
The first term in Equation (1) is the free energy of mixing for the binary mixture
and can be given by Flory-Huggins theory for polymer blends:(42, 43)
fmix ≡ a3βFmix/V = φA
nA
lnφA +
φB
nB
lnφB + χφAφB, (2)
where β ≡ 1/kBT ; T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
χ(≡ U0/kBT ) is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between LC molecules
in an isotropic state. The interaction energy U0 controls the miscibility of the
two components. In the case of binary mixtures with a good solubility, we can
take χ = 0. For larger values of χ, phase separations take place depending on
temperature and concentration.(32, 33, 43)
The second term in Equation (1) shows the anisotropic free energy for liquid crys-
talline ordering. The configuration of a constituent molecule is characterized by its
position vector r and its orientation unit vector Ω = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ),
defined by a polar angle θ and an azimuthal angle ϕ, or solid angle dΩ(= sin θdθdϕ),
in a fixed coordinate frame. Let fi(n(r) ·Ω) be the orientational distribution func-
tion of the constituent molecule i(= A,B), where n(r) is the local director. It
should be noted that the distribution function depends only on the relative an-
gle between the local director n(r) and the molecular orientation vector Ω. The
anisotropic part of the free energy in the second virial approximation can be given
by(43, 44)
βFani =
∑
i=A,B
ρi
∫
fi(n(r) ·Ω) ln 4pifi(n(r) ·Ω)drdΩ
+
1
2
∑
i,j=A,B
ρiρj
∫
fi(n(r1) ·Ω1)fj(n(r2) ·Ω2)
×βUij(r1,Ω1; r2,Ω2)dR, (3)
where dR ≡ dr1dr2dΩ1Ω2, ρi = Ni/V is the number density of the LC molecule
i. The first term in Equation (3) shows the entropy changes due to orientational
ordering and Uij is the orientation-dependent intermolecular potential between two
particles i and j (i, j = A,B). The lowest-order contributions to the interaction
potential are given in a series of the Legendre polynomials:(24, 38–41)
Uij(r1,Ω1; r2,Ω2) = Uij,1(r12)(Ω1 ×Ω2 · rˆ12)P1(Ω1 ·Ω2)
+Uij,2(r12)P2(Ω1 ·Ω2), (4)
where r12 = r2− r1 and rˆ12(= r12/|r12|) is a unit vector. The potential Uij,1 shows
the chiral interaction between LC molecules and the pseudoscalar term Ω1×Ω2 ·rˆ12
represents scalars coupling between orientational and spatial variables. The poten-
tial Uij,2 shows the intermolecular potential for a nematic phase, which has been
used in Onsager(44) and Maier-Saupe models.(45) As usual we here employ a sim-
ple square well interaction potential with a short range d0(≃ D) on the order of the
molecule.(38) We then define a numerical parameter cij ≡ −Uij,1/kBT for a chiral
pseudoscalar interaction parameter between LC molecules and νij ≡ −Uij,2/kBT (>
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0) for a nematic interaction (or Maier-Saupe) parameter. The interaction param-
eter νij > 0 corresponds to the orientation-dependent (Maier-Saupe) interaction
parameter between the LC molecules i and j. The larger values of νij imply that
the two molecules i and j prefer to be parallel to each other and a nematic phase
tends to be more stable in the mixture. The chiral interaction parameter cij cor-
responds to the strength of the chirality between the LC molecules i and j. The
larger values of cij show stronger chirality (or twist interaction) between the LC
molecules i and j and a twist distortion, or a Ch phase, tends to be more stable
in the mixture.
Using the tensor order parameter of the LC molecule i(= A,B):(33)
Q(i)αβ(r) = Si
(
3
2
nα(r)nβ(r)− 1
2
δαβ
)
, (5)
where δαβ is the Kronecker delta function, nα is the α(= x, y, z) component of the
director n, and Si is the scalar orientational order parameter of the molecule i:
Si =
∫
P2(n(r) ·Ω)fi(n(r) ·Ω)dΩ, (6)
the anisotropic free energy (Equation (3)) is given by(40, 41)
a3βFani/V =
∑
i=A,B
φi
ni
∫
fi(n(r) ·Ω) ln 4pifi(n(r) ·Ω)dΩ
+
∑
i,j=A,B
[
− 1
2
νijφiφj
2
3
Q(i)αβ(r)Q(j)αβ(r)
+
1
2
νijφiφj
1
9
∂µQ(i)αβ(r)∂µQ(j)αβ(r)d20
−1
2
cijφiφj
4
9
ϵαβγQ(i)µβ(r)∂αQ(j)µγ (r)d0
]
. (7)
where ϵαβγ is Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor of the third rank, and ∂µ = ∂/∂µ
is the first spatial derivative of the tensor order parameter (α, µ = x, y, z).
In order to calculate the distortion free energy of the Ch phase, we assume that
the director is uniformly twisted along the z axis with a pitch length p = 2pi/q:
n(r) = (cos qz, sin qz, 0), (8)
where q is a wavenumber and the twist angle is ω = qz. When q > 0, we have
a right-handed helix and a left-handed helix is given by q < 0. When q = 0, the
director is uniformly along the x axis and the mixture shows a nematic phase,
where the pitch length diverges. On the other words, the definition of the right-
handed helix is given by ex × n = (sin qz)ez with q > 0, where eα is a unit vector
along the α(= x, y, z) axis. When q < 0, we have a left-handed helix.
Substituting Equations (5) and (8) into Equation (7), we obtain the free energy
of LC phases:(38)
Fani = Fnem + Fdis, (9)
where we have separated the anisotropic free energy into two parts. One is the
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nematic free energy of Maier-Saupe type(45):
fnem ≡ a3βFnem/V =
∑
i=A,B
φi
ni
∫
fi(n(r) ·Ω) ln 4pifi(n(r) ·Ω)dΩ
−1
2
νAφ
2
AS
2
A − νABφAφBSASB
−1
2
νBφ
2
BS
2
B, (10)
where we write νA ≡ νAA and νB ≡ νBB for simplicity. The other is the distortion
free energy due to the spatial variation of the director for a Ch phase, or a chiral
nematic N∗ phase:
fdis ≡ a3βFdis/V = 1
2
νAφ
2
AS
2
AgA(Q) + νABφAφBSASBgAB(Q)
+
1
2
νBφ
2
BS
2
BgB(Q), (11)
where we define the functions gi as a function of the pitch wavenumber Q ≡ qd0:
gA(Q) ≡ 1
2
Q(Q− 2QA), (12)
gAB(Q) ≡ 1
2
Q(Q− 2QAB), (13)
and
gB(Q) ≡ 1
2
Q(Q− 2QB), (14)
with QA ≡ cA/νA, QB ≡ cB/νB and QAB ≡ cAB/νAB (Note that the notations
QA and QAB have been described as Q0 and αx in the previous paper, respectively
(38)). When φi = 1 (i = A or B), the function gi has a minimum at Q = Qi.
Apparently, the value of Qi corresponds to the dimensionless wavenumber of the
N∗ phase in the pure LC molecule i and is given by Qi(≡ ci/νi) = 2pid0/pi, where
pi is the pitch length of the pure component i. When Q = 0 (or a nematic phase),
we have fdis = 0.
2.1. Distribution functions in an equilibrium state
The orientational distribution function fA(n(r) · Ω) of the LC molecule A and
fB(n(r) ·Ω) of the component B are determined by the free energy (Equation (9))
with respect to these functions: (δFLC/δfi) = 0, under the normalization condition:∫
fi(n(r) ·Ω)dΩ = 1. (15)
We then obtain
fA(x) =
1
ZA
exp
[
ΓAP2(x)
]
, (16)
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and
fB(x) =
1
ZB
exp
[
ΓBP2(x)
]
, (17)
where we define
ΓA ≡ nA
[
νAφASA
(
1− gA(Q)
)
+ νABφBSB
(
1− gAB(Q)
)]
, (18)
and
ΓB ≡ nB
[
νBφBSB
(
1− gB(Q)
)
+ νABφASA
(
1− gAB(Q)
)]
. (19)
The constants ZA and ZB are determined by the normalization condition (Equa-
tion (15)) as ZA = 4piI0(SA, SB) and ZB = 4piJ0(SA, SB), respectively. The func-
tions Im and Jm are defined as:
Im(SA, SB) ≡
∫ 1
0
[P2(x)]
m exp
[
ΓAP2(x)
]
dx, (20)
Jm(SA, SB) ≡
∫ 1
0
[P2(x)]
m exp
[
ΓBP2(x)
]
dx, (21)
respectively, where m = 0, 1, 2 · · · .
Substituting Equations (16) and (17) into (6), the scalar orientational order
parameters SA and SB can be determined by the two coupled-self-consistent equa-
tions:
SA = I1(SA, SB)/I0(SA, SB), (22)
and
SB = J1(SA, SB)/J0(SA, SB). (23)
Using the distribution functions (16) and (17), the free energy (Equation (9)) of
the LC phases is given by
a3βFani/V =
1
2
νAφ
2
AS
2
A
(
1− gA(Q)
)
+νABφAφBSASB
(
1− gAB(Q)
)
+
1
2
νBφ
2
BS
2
B
(
1− gB(Q)
)
−φA
nA
ln I0 − φB
nB
ln J0. (24)
WhenQ = 0, Equation (24) results in the nematic free energy of a binary mixture of
LC molecules.(32, 46) The total free energy (F ) is given by the sum of Equations (2)
and (24) .
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2.2. Determination of the pitch length
We here derive the equilibrium pitch wavenumber Q∗(≡ 2pid0/p) in a thermal
equilibrium state. The procedure is to minimize the distortion free energy fdis
(Equation (11)), with respect to Q: (∂fdis/∂Q)Si = 0. It is convenient to rewrite
the distortion free energy fdis as follows:
fdis =
1
2
νA
(
φ2AS
2
A + 2ϵnφAφBSASB + ϵnBφ
2
BS
2
B
)
g(Q), (25)
where we define the numerical parameters: ϵn ≡ νAB/νA and ϵnB ≡ νB/νA, and
the distortion function is given by
g(Q) ≡ Q(1
2
Q−Q∗). (26)
Then, the equilibrium pitch wavenumber is given by
Q∗ ≡ cAφ
2
AS
2
A + 2cABφAφBSASB + cBφ
2
BS
2
B
νAφ2AS
2
A + 2νABφAφBSASB + νBφ
2
BS
2
B
,
=
QAφ
2
A + 2λxφAφBS˜ +QBϵnBφ
2
BS˜
2
φ2A + 2ϵnφAφBS˜ + ϵnBφ
2
BS˜
2
, (27)
where we define S˜ ≡ SB/SA and the chiral interaction parameter λx ≡ cAB/νA
between unlike components. When φA = 1, we obtain Q
∗ = cA/νA = QA. When
φB = 1, Q
∗ = cB/νB = QB. The wavenumber Q∗ and the order parameter S˜ of
the mixtures depend on the concentration and temperature.
The twist elastic constant K22 of the twist distortion, (n · ∇ × n)2 is given
by(38, 40)
aK22/kBT =
1
2
(
νAφ
2
AS
2
A + 2νABφAφBSASB + νBφ
2
BS
2
B
)
. (28)
Then the wavenumber, or a helical twisting power HTP = Q
∗/φA, is inversely
proportional to K22.(33, 38)
3. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section we show the numerical results for the helical pitch of nematic-
cholesteric mixtures (Section 3.1) and binary mixtures of cholesteric molecules
(Section 3.2). In Section 3.3, we examine the CIT and helical inversions. In the
numerical calculations, the reduced-temperature is defined as
τ ≡ T/TCI = 4.5/(nAνA), (29)
where TCI is the CIT temperature of the LC molecule A. Then the numerical
parameters are given as a function of the temperature τ : νA = 4.5/(nAτ), νAB =
ϵnνA, νB = ϵnBνA, cA = QAνA, cAB = λxνA, cB = QBϵnBνA, and QAB = λx/ϵn.
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Figure 1. (a) Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA(= pA/p) plotted against the concentration φA for various values
of ϵx(= λx/QA) at τ = 0.92. The closed circles show the pitch wavenumber observed in the nematic-
cholesteric mixture consisting of the nematic MBA and the cholesteric cholesteryl propionate.(11) The
closed squares show the experimental results in the mixture of the nematic EBBA and cholesteric cholesteryl
chloride(18). (b) Orientational order parameters SA, SB of the Ch phase and the ratio Sˆ(= SB/SA) plotted
against the concentration (φA) of chiral molecules.
3.1. Helical inversions in mixtures of a nematic and a cholesteric liquid
crystalline molecule.
In this subsection, we examine the helical pitch in mixtures of nematic (component
B) and cholesteric (component A) LC molecules. In this case the molecule B has
no chirality and then we can take cB = 0, or QB = 0. The pitch wavenumber QA of
the pure cholesteric LC molecule A can be estimated as QA = 2pid0/pA = 0.01 with
a right-handed helix for the typical pitch length pA = 300 nm and the diameter
d0 = 0.5 nm of the LC molecule. We here set nA = 2, nB = 3, ϵn = 0.9, and
ϵnB = 0.9.
When QA ̸= 0, it is convenient to take λx = ϵxQA, where the chiral interac-
tion parameter between unlike molecules is defined as ϵx ≡ cAB/cA. The positive
(negative) values of the chiral parameter ϵx mean that the chiral interaction (cAB)
between the LC molecules A and B favors to twist in the right- (left-) handed
direction.
Figure 1(a) shows the equilibrium pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA(= pA/p) plotted
against the concentration φA for various values of ϵx at τ = 0.92. When ϵx < 0, the
chiral interaction between the unlike molecules tends to be a left-handed helix and
then the mixture of the nematic LC molecules with small amounts of the chiral
molecules A shows a Ch phase with a left-handed helical structure. With increasing
the concentration of the chiral dopants φA, the wavenumber has a minimum and
becomes zero at φA = 0.7 for ϵx = −1.0. This means that the mixture of nematic
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and cholesteric molecules becomes a nematic phase at this concentration. Further
increasing φA, a right-handed helix appears. These inversions of the helical pitch
have been experimentally observed in nematic-cholesteric mixtures.(14, 15, 18) The
closed squares show the experimental results of the wavenumber in the mixture of
the nematic EBBA and cholesteric cholesteryl chloride.(18) When ϵx = 0 ∼ 1, the
wavenumber increases with increasing φA and there is no helical inversions. For
larger values of ϵx > 1, the wavenumber has a maximum at a particular concen-
tration and the peak position shifts to lower concentrations and higher wavenum-
ber. These maxima have been observed experimentally.(11, 14) The closed circles
show the pitch wavenumber observed in the mixture of the nematic MBA and the
cholesteric cholesteryl propionate.(11) Our theory has a good agreement with the
experimental results.
Figure 1(b) shows the orientational order parameters SA, SB and the ratio
S˜(≡ SB/SA) plotted against the concentration (φA) of chiral dopants. The value of
Sˆ is almost constant ∼ 1.19 for all concentrations. The values of the order param-
eters almost do not depend on the chiral interaction ϵx. The contribution of the
distortion free energy fdis(Equation (11)) to the free energy (Equation (1)) is very
small because the distortion function g(Q∗) (Equation (25)) is order of Q2 ∼ 10−4
compared to the nematic free energy fnem. Then the orientational order parameters
are mainly determined by the nematic free energy fnem (Equation (10)). The value
of ϵx only affects the pitch wavenumber. That means the denominator of Equa-
tion (27) does not depend on ϵx and is approximately given by ∼ (φA + φB)2 = 1
because of ϵn ≃ ϵnB ∼ 1 and S˜ ∼ 1. Then the pitch wavenumber (Equation (27))
is given by
Q∗ ≃ 2λxSˆφA + (QA − 2λxSˆ)φ2A
= QA
[
2ϵxS˜φA + (1− 2ϵxS˜)φ2A
]
. (30)
At low concentrations of the chiral component (A), the pitch wavenumber is given
by the linear-term of φA and the chiral interaction ϵx between unlike components
determines the initial slope of the wavenumber as a function of φA. The dimension-
less helical twisting power HNC(≡ Q∗/φA) at dilute solutions of chiral molecules
is given by
HNC = 2λxS˜ = 2QAϵxS˜. (31)
As increasing the concentration of the chiral components, the second term in Equa-
tion (30) becomes dominant and the sign of the coefficient of φ2A depends on the
value of ϵx. For larger values of ϵx > 0, the second term becomes a negative value
and for larger negative values ϵx < 0, the second term becomes a positive, as shown
in Figure 1(a).
The helical inversion Q∗ = 0 takes place at
φHI = 2λxS˜/(2λxS˜ −QA)
= 2ϵxS˜/(2ϵxS˜ − 1). (32)
Then, the condition of the helical inversion is given by
ϵxS˜ < 0. (33)
Using S˜ ≃ 1.19 and ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a), we obtain φHI ≃ 0.7, which is
consistent with the numerical result and the experiment (see closed squares on
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Figure 2. (a) Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA = pA/p plotted against the temperature τ for various values of
the concentration φA for ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a). (b) Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA = pA/p plotted against
the concentration φA for various values of the temperature τ for ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a). (c) Order
parameters plotted against the temperature τ for φA = 0.7 and ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a).
Figure 1(a)). The maximum or minimum of the wavenumber Q∗ occurs at
φm = λxS˜/(2λxS˜ −QA)
= ϵxS˜/(2ϵxS˜ − 1). (34)
When S˜ ≃ 1.19 and ϵx = 1.1 (see closed circles on Figure 1(a)), we get the maxi-
mum value of Q∗ at φm ≃ 0.8. When S˜ ≃ 1.19 and ϵx = −1.0 (see closed squares
in Figure 1(a)), we obtain φm ≃ 0.35. If the mixture has a helical inversion, the
pitch wavenumber has a minimum or a maximum as a function of the concentra-
tion of the cholesterics. Equations (32) and (34) have also been obtained by the
previous theoretical studies of Stegemeyer and Finkelmann(21), where they do not
take into account the orientational order parameters. Using Equations (32) and
(34), we have φHI = 2φm, which is consistent with the previous theory.(21)
The temperature dependence of the wavenumber Q∗ comes from dS˜/dT . As
shown in Equation (30), the wavenumber Q∗ is a linear function of S˜ and then the
value of Q∗/QA decreases with increasing temperature when ϵx > 0 and dS˜/dT < 0
or ϵx < 0 and dS˜/dT > 0. Figure 2(a) shows the pitch wavenumber Q
∗/QA = pA/p
(Equation (27)) plotted against the temperature τ for various values of the con-
centration φA with ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a). The pitch wavenumber Q∗ decreases
with increasing the temperature and the helical inversion takes place at τ ≃ 0.88
for φA = 0.7. Figure 2(b) shows the pitch wavenumber Q
∗/QA plotted against
the concentration φA for various temperatures τ with ϵx = −1.0. As increasing
temperature, the concentration φHI of the helical inversion increases. Figure 2(c)
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Figure 3. Pitch wavenumber Q∗(≡ 2pid0/p) plotted against the concentration φA for various values of
the pitch wavenumber QA of the pure cholesteric molecule A at τ = 0.96 with the chiral interaction
λx(≡ cAB/νA) = −0.05 (a) and 0.05 (b).
shows the order parameters plotted against the temperature τ for φA = 0.7 and
ϵx = −1.0 in Figure 1(a). The value of the order parameter S˜ is almost S˜ ∼ 1
and slightly increases with increasing temperature: dS˜/dT > 0, and then we have
dQ∗/dT < 0 for a negative value of ϵx.
In Figure 1, we have examined helical inversions in mixtures of a nematic and a
chiral molecule of a right-handed helix. In Figure 3, we discuss the mixtures of ne-
matic and chiral molecules with various handedness QA of the pure chiral molecule.
Figure 3 shows the pitch wavenumber Q∗(≡ 2pid0/p) plotted against the concentra-
tion φA for various values of the pitch wavenumber QA with λx(≡ cAB/νA) = −0.05
(a) and 0.05 (b) in Equation (27). When λx < 0 (see Figure 3(a)), where the unlike
LC molecules A and B tend to twist in a left-handed helix, the wavenumber Q∗
linearly decreases with increasing φA for large negative values of QA. The mixture
shows the left-handed helix. As increasing the value of QA, the pitch wavenumber
Q∗ has a minimum at φmax and the helical inversion takes place at φHI . Even
if QA = 0, the mixture has a left-handed helix due to the chiral interaction λx,
or cAB. These behaviors have been experimentally observed(1, 14): for example,
mixtures of the nematic molecule BBBA (N -p-butoxybenzylidene-p-n-butylaniline)
and various cholesterics (CNxCC1−x),(14) and mixtures of the nematic PAA (p-
azoxyanisole) and cholesteric cholesteryl chloride. Using Equation (34), we have
φm = 0.5 for QA = 0, which is consistent with the experimental results of the
mixture of BBBA and CNxCC1−x molecules.(14) As increasing QA, the value of
φm decreases. When λx > 0 (see Figure 3(b)), where the unlike LC molecules A
and B favor to twist in the right-handed helix, the pitch wavenumber increases
with increasing φA for large positive values of QA. The mixture shows the right-
handed helix, where the chiral interaction λx dominates. At high concentrations,
however, the chirality QA of the pure component A, or the second-term in Equa-
tion (30), becomes dominant and the helical inversion takes place for QA < 0. The
concentrations φHI and φm are given by Equations (32) and (34).
Our theory demonstrates that the helical inversions and a maximum or a min-
imum in the pitch wavenumber Q∗ can be understand by using the chiral inter-
action λx between unlike components. When the values of λx/QA(= ϵx) < 0, or
cAcAB < 0, we have a helical inversion at φHI . The condition of the helical inver-
sion in mixtures of a nematic and a cholesteric molecule is given by ϵxS˜ < 0. We
also have the relation φHI = 2φm, that means the value of φm must be less than
0.5.
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Figure 4. (a) Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA plotted against the concentration φA for various values of ϵx(=
λx/QA) at τ = 0.92 in the binary cholesteric mixture with a right handed helix of QA = 0.01 and
QB = 0.005. For a large value of the ϵx, the wavenumber has a maximum as a function of φA. (b) Order
parameters plotted against φA.
3.2. Helical inversions in binary cholesteric mixtures.
In this subsection, we examine the helical pitch in binary mixtures of cholesteric LC
molecules. In this case, each component has an own chirality of a right- (Qi > 0)
or a left-handed (Qi < 0) helix. The following numerical results are shown for
the binary mixtures where both chiral LC molecules have a right- (or left-) handed
helix and for the mixtures of a right- and a left-handed helices. We here set nA = 2,
nB = 3, ϵn = 0.9, and ϵnB = 0.95.
Figure 4(a) shows the pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA plotted against the concentra-
tion φA for various values of ϵx(= λx/QA) at τ = 0.92 in the chiral mixtures with
a right handed helix of QA = 0.01 and QB = 0.005 in the pure components. For
a large value of the ϵx, the wavenumber has a maximum. As decreasing ϵx, the
pitch wavenumber has a minimum. When ϵx = −1.0 and −1.5, the helical inver-
sion takes place at two concentrations. The negative values of ϵx means that the
unlike components tend to twist in the left-handed, even if the pure component
has a right-handed helix (Qi > 0). Figure 4(b) shows the order parameters plotted
against φA for ϵx = −1 in Figure 4(a). The values of order parameters are almost
constant: S˜ ≃ 1.2.
When ϵn ≃ ϵnB ∼ 1 and S˜ ∼ 1, Equation (27) can be approximately given by
Q∗ ≃ QAφ2A + 2QAϵxS˜φAφB +QBφ2B
= QA
[
Λ + 2(ϵxS˜ − Λ)φA + (1− 2ϵxS˜ + Λ)φ2A
]
, (35)
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where we define Λ ≡ QB/QA. When φA = 0 (φA = 1), we have Q∗ = QB (
Q∗ = QA). The helical twisting power HCC(≡ Q∗/φA) of the binary cholesteric
mixture at dilute solutions of the chiral molecule A is given by
HCC = 2QA(ϵxS˜ − Λ). (36)
When HCC < 0, the slope of the wavenumber versus φA is a negative value for
QA > 0.
The concentration of the helical inversion (Q∗ = 0) is given by
φHI =
Λ− ϵxS˜ ±
√
(ϵxS˜)2 − Λ
1− 2ϵxS˜ + Λ
, (37)
and the maximum or minimum of the pitch wavenumber occurs at
φm =
Λ− ϵxS˜
1− 2ϵxS˜ + Λ
. (38)
The ratio of the two concentrations is given by
φHI
φm
= 1±
√
(ϵxS˜)2 − Λ
Λ− ϵxS˜
. (39)
In Figure 4(a), when Λ = 0.5, ϵx = −1, and S˜ = 1.2, we obtain φHI = 0.19, 0.68,
and φm = 0.43. Due to Equation (37), the condition of the helical inversion is given
by
(ϵxS˜)
2 > Λ. (40)
When (ϵxS˜)
2 = Λ, the wavenumber has a multiple root as a function of φA at
φroot = ϵxS˜/(ϵxS˜ − 1). (41)
Using Λ = 0.5, we obtain φroot = 0.45 with ϵx = −0.59 for S˜ ≃ 1.2 in Figure 4(a).
The twofold helical inversion takes place for ϵx < −0.59.
Figure 5 shows the pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA plotted against the concentration
φA for various values of ϵx(= λx/QA) at τ = 0.92 in the binary mixtures of chiral LC
molecules with a right handed helixQA = 0.01 and a left-handedQB = −0.03 in the
pure components: Λ = −3. For larger (smaller) values of the ϵx, the wavenumber
has a maximum (minimum) at φm as a function of φA. The concentration φm
(Equation (38)) approaches to 0.5 as increasing ϵx. The helical inversion takes place
for all ϵx at φHI . For example, using Equation (37), when ϵx = 0 we obtain φHI ≃
0.635. As increasing the chirality ϵx, the value of φHI shifts to lower concentrations.
These numerical calculations are consistent with the experimental results in binary
cholesteric mixtures.(14) The chiral interaction between unlike molecules is an
important parameter to describe sign of the helical pitch. It is useful to suggest
that ”racemic mixtures” composed by equal amounts of left- and right-handed
chiral molecules correspond to the case of QA = −QB, or Λ = −1, and φHI = 0.5.
Using Equation (37), the racemic mixtures of Q∗ = 0 correspond to ϵx = 0.
Figure 6(a) shows the pitch wavenumber Q∗ plotted against the concentra-
tion φA for various values of ϵx at τ = 0.92 in the chiral binary mixture
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Figure 5. Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA plotted against the concentration φA for various values of the chiral
parameter ϵx at τ = 0.92 in the binary cholesteric mixture with a right handed helix QA = 0.01 and a
left-handed QB = −0.03 in the pure components. The helical inversion takes place at φHI (Equation (37))
.
with right-handed helixes in the pure components. The closed circlers show the
experimental results for the binary mixture of a cholesteryl 2-(ethoxy ethoxy)
ethyl carbonate (CEEC: molecule A) and an amyl-p-(4 cyanobenzylidene amino)-
cinnamate(CBAC: molecule B). The experimental reciprocal pitches 1/pA and
1/pB are determined as 0.5 nm
−1 and 1.7 nm−1, respectively.(13) We can esti-
mate QA = 0.016 and QB = 0.053 (Λ = 3.31) by using d0=0.5 nm. The solid and
dotted curves show the numerical results of Equation (27) and the approximate
formula (Equation (35)), respectively. The wavenumber of ϵx = −6.0 shows the
good agreement with the experiments. The values of the helical inversion φHI and
φm are given by Equations (37) and (38), respectively. As shown in Figure 6(b), the
value of the order parameter S˜ decreases slightly with increasing φA and is almost
constant S˜ ∼ 1. We then obtain φroot = 0.64 with ϵx = −1.8. When ϵx < −1.8,
the twofold helical inversion takes place in the mixtures of cholesteric molecules
having the same helical sense.
Some qualitative explanations for a helical inversion have been discussed by using
the length of side chains.(1, 8, 14) Leder has discussed that the cholesteryl skeleton
is effectively right-handed and the additions at the 3β-carbon of the first ring tend
to reduce the right handedness.(8) Figure 7 shows the schematic representation
of chiral molecules A (gray) and B (blue). The molecule A has a side chain As
(yellow boxes) at the corner of the molecule A. The molecule B has a side chain
Bs (red boxes) at a distance d from the corner of the molecule B. The chirality
of the molecules comes from the excluded volume effects between the side-chains,
including the interaction such as dipole-quadrupole interactions(17). As increasing
d, the helix tends to reduce the right handedness. The chiral interaction between
the side chains is(i = A,B) is given by ci. When the chiral interaction between
the side chains is is attractive: ci > 0, we have a right-handed helix of the pure
molecule A (Figure 7(a)) and the pure B (Figure 7(b)). When the molecules A and
B are mixed, if the interaction between the side chains As and Bs is attractive:
cAB > 0, the right-handed helix appears in the mixture (Figure 7(c)). Similarly,
when the chiral interaction is repulsive: ci < 0, we have a left-handed helix of
the pure molecule A (Figure 7(d)) and the pure B (Figure 7(e)) because the side
chains is tend to leave each others. When the molecules A and B are mixed, if
the interaction between the side chains As and Bs is repulsive: cAB < 0, the left-
handed helix appears in the mixture (Figure 7(f)). In generally, when the chiral
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Figure 6. (a) Pitch wavenumber Q∗/QA plotted against the concentration φA for various values of ϵx(=
λx/QA) at τ = 0.92 in the binary cholesteric mixture with a right handed helix of QA = 0.016 and
QB = 0.053. The solid and dotted curves show the numerical results of Equation (27) and the approximate
formula (Equation (35)), respectively. The closed circlers show the experimental results.(13) (b) Order
parameters plotted against φA.
Figure 7. (Color online) The molecule A has two side chains As (yellow boxes) at the corners of the
molecule A: (a), (d). The molecule B has two side chains Bs (red boxes) at a distance d from the corner
of the molecule B: (b), (e). The chirality of the molecules comes from the excluded volume effects of the
side chains is (i = A,B). Figures (c) and (f) show the mixing of the molecules A and B: Right-handed
helix (c) and left-handed helix (f) induced by two chiral molecules A and B.
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interaction between the same side chains is attractive: cA > 0 and cB > 0, but
when the chiral interaction between the unlike side chains is repulsive cAB < 0, the
left-handed helix is induced by mixing of the two chiral molecules A and B with
a right-handed helix, as shown in Figure 6(a). The experiment of CEEC+CBAC
mixture in Figure 6(a) may correspond to Figure 7(a) for CEEC, Figure 7(b) for
CBAC, and Figure 7(f) for the mixture. These explanations are not an exact reason
for the helical inversion of the experiment, however, it will help to understand the
chiral interaction parameter cAB, or ϵx and the twofold helical inversions.
3.3. Phase separations and helical inversions in mixtures of a nematic and
a cholesteric LC molecule
In this subsection, we examine CIT and helical inversions depending on tempera-
ture and concentration in nematic-cholesteric mixtures. In Equation (2), the Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter χ(∝ 1/T ) shows the isotropic interaction between
molecules A and B. The LC molecules A and B usually show a continuous good
miscibility (χ = 0) in the mixture. In general, the situation is more complex. De-
pending on the chemical components of the molecules, χ becomes positive values.
For larger values of χ, the unlike molecules are unfavorable each other and macro-
scopic phase separation appears. According to the Flory-Huggins theory,(42, 43)
the phase separations takes place at
χ > χc =
2nA
(
√
nA +
√
nB)2
, (42)
where χc is the critical point (CP). For the numerical calculations, we define the
nematic interaction parameter α ≡ νA/χ, which has been discussed in mixtures
of nematic and non-nematic molecules.(43, 46, 47) The parameter χ is given by
χ = νA/α and varies inversely with the temperature τ . Smaller values of α mean
stronger repulsive interactions between unlike components and phase separations
can take place. It has been reported a large variety of phase diagrams in binary
mixtures of nematic liquid crystals.(32, 33) For larger values of α, the mixture
shows good miscibility.
To construct the phase diagrams on the temperature-concentration plane, we
calculate the free energy as a function of concentration and use the common tangent
construction for finding the concentrations of coexisting phases.(43) We set nA =
nB = 2, ϵn = 0.9, ϵnB = 0.95, and QA = 0.01.
Figure 8(a) and (b) show the dimensionless free energy f(= fmix + fani) (Equa-
tion (1): red line) and the isotropic free energy fmix (Equation (2): blue line) plotted
against the concentration φA at τ = 0.93 for α = 2.5. Note that Figure 8(a) is for
φA < 0.3 and Figure 8(b) for 0.3 < φA < 0.8. The CIT takes place at φ
∗
CI (a)
and φ∗∗CI (b), where the free energy of the isotropic phase and that of the Ch phase
becomes equal. The dotted line in Figures 8(a) and (b) shows the common tangent
construction for coexisting phases in an equilibrium state.(43) In Figure 8(b), the
concentrations φI < φA < φCh between the two tangent concentrations: φI and
φCh, correspond to the biphasic region, where the I and Ch
l phases coexist. At
low concentrations (see Figure 8(a)), the two coexisting concentrations φI and φCh
approach to φ∗CI and the biphasic region becomes narrow. The orientational order
parameters jump at φ∗CI and φ
∗∗
CI , as shown in Figure 8(c). By numerically solving
these concentrations of coexisting phases, we can construct the phase diagrams on
the temperature-concentration plane.
Figure 9 shows the numerical results of the phase diagrams for a nematic-
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Figure 8. (Color online) Dimensionless free energy f(= fmix+fani) (red line) and the isotropic free energy
fmix (blue line) plotted against the concentration φA at τ = 0.93 for φA < 0.3 (a) and 0.3 < φA < 0.8 (b)
with α = 2.5. (c) The orientational order parameters are plotted against concentration.
cholesteric mixture with α = 5 (a), 2.7 (b), 2.5 (c), and 2.2 (d). The NIT temper-
ature TNI of the pure molecule B is given by TNI/TCI = ϵnB = 0.95. When the
nematic interaction parameter between unlike molecules A and B is ϵn = 0.9(< 1),
the nematic interaction between the dissimilar molecules is weak relative to that in
the same species and the CIT curves (broken-line) have a minimum as a function
of φA. The solid curves are the binodal curves, which show the coexisting phases.
Between the biphasic regions, a phase separation takes place and two phases co-
exist (horizontal dotted-lines). The red-lines show the helical inversion line, or the
concentration φHI , at which the helical inversion takes place for ϵx = −1.0 (See Fig-
ure 1). The left (right) side of this red-line corresponds to the left- (right-)handed
helix. In Figure 9(a), the phase separation (I + Chr) between the isotropic and
Chr phase with a right-handed helix appears at φA > φHI . That means the do-
main of a Chr phase with a right-handed helix appears in the isotropic matrix.
When φA < φHI , we have the phase separation (I + Ch
l) between the isotropic
and Chl phase with a left-handed helix. The concentration difference between the
coexisting phases is small as shown in Figure 8(a) and the mixture has a good
solubility, which corresponds to usual nematogens mixtures. At low temperatures,
the stable Chl and Chr phases appear for all concentrations. In Figure 9(b) of
α = 2.7, below the Ch phase, the phase separation (Chl + Chl) between two Ch
phases with left-handed helix appears .The closed-circle shows the CP.
As decreasing α, the unfavorable interaction χ between unlike molecules becomes
strong and the CP shifts to higher temperatures. In Figure 9(c), the binodal curve
cross the helical inversion line at φA ≃ 0.7. At lower temperatures of τ < 0.9,
we have the phase separation (Chl + Chr) between the Chl phase with a left-
handed helix and the Chr phase with a right-handed helix. At τ ≃ 0.92, the
biphasic region exists lower concentrations than φHI and then we have the phase
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Figure 9. (Color online) Phase diagrams of nematic-cholesteric mixtures on the temperature-concentration
plane with α = 5 (a), 2.7 (b), 2.5 (c), and 2.2 (d). We set nA = nB = 2, ϵn = 0.9, ϵnB = 0.95. The
broken-line shows the CIT curve. The solid lines correspond to the coexisting phases, or binodal curves.
Between the binodal curves, a phase separation takes place and two phases coexist (dotted-lines). The
red-line (helical inversion line) shows the concentration φHI at which the helical inversion takes place for
ϵx = −1.0 (See Figure 1).
separations Chl + Chl. As increasing temperatures, the I + Chl phase separation
appears. Figure 8(a) and (b) show the free energy at τ = 0.93. Further decreasing
the value of α (Figure 9(d)), the CP shifts to higher temperatures and the phase
separation (I1 + I2) between two isotropic phases with the CP appears. We also
have three phase coexistence (I1+I2+Ch
r) at τ ≃ 0.95, where two isotropic phases
and the Chr phase with the right-handed helix coexist. At low temperatures, the
helical inversion line exists inside the coexisting curves. Then, below the triple point
(τ < 0.95), the phase separations I + Chr and Chl + Chr appear. In Figure 9, we
have focused on ϵx = −1. As shown in Figure 1, the concentration φHI decreases
with increasing ϵx. Depending on the value of ϵx(< 0), we can expect a rich variety
of phase separations including the helix inversions.
4. Summary
We present a mean field theory to describe helical inversions in nematic-cholesteric
mixtures and binary mixtures of cholesteric LC molecules. Taking into account the
chiral coupling ϵx(≡ cAB/cA) between unlike components in the mixtures, we derive
the helical pitch as a function of orientational order parameters and concentration
(Equations (27), (30), and (35)). The concentration φHI of the helical inversion
and φm, at which the wavenumber has a maximum or minimum, are derived as
a function of the chiral interaction ϵx and the orientational order parameters. In
nematic and cholesteric mixtures, the condition of the helical inversion is given by
ϵxS˜ < 0 (Equations (32)-(34)). In cholesteric mixtures, it is given by (ϵxS˜)
2 > Λ
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(Equations (37)-(40)). Our theory has a good agreement with the experimental
results.
The relations between the CIT and the helical inversions are also examined. Var-
ious phase separations such as I + Chr, I + Chl, and Chl + Chr are predicted on
the temperature-concentration plane. The concentration φHI of the helical inver-
sion and the CIT concentration φCI are important to describe the phase diagrams.
These phase diagrams including the CIT and the helical inversion have not been
observed yet, however, it will be a challenging subject for chiral mixtures. Our
theory demonstrates that there are a rich variety of phase separations in nematic-
cholesteric mixtures and binary cholesteric mixtures, depending on the helix sense.
Finally, it is interesting to understand our results compared to Ref. (28). Emelya-
nenko, Osipov, and Dunmur have theoretically studied the helical inversion in
mixtures of nematic and cholesteric mixtures by taking into account molecular
biaxiality of chiral molecules. Using the orientational order parameter Si for the
nematic ordering of the long molecular axes and the order parameter D, which is
not considered in our theory, of the short molecular axes of biaxial molecules in
a uniaxial nematic phase, the wavenumber is derived as a function of the order
parameters (Si and D) and concentration. When we neglect the order parameter
D, the wavenumber obtained by Emelyanenko et.al. results in Equation (30). The
chiral interaction parameter ϵx(≡ cAB/cA) can be written by ϵx = J2121(NC)/J2121(CC) in
their notations. Using the standard Gay-Berne potential, the chiral (pseudoscalar)
coupling constant J2121(NC) between nematic and chiral molecules and the J
212
1(CC)
between chiral molecules have been calculated as a function of the phase ϕ, which
determines the turn of the central site of the chiral molecules with respect to a
short molecular axis and specifies the particular structure of the chiral molecules.
It has been shown that the value of J2121(NC) is always negative as a function of the
parameter ϕ, but the value of J2121(CC) changes sign from positive to negative values
at ϕ ≃ 0.5 as increasing the model parameter ϕ. Then, when 0 < ϕ < 0.5, the
chiral parameter ϵx becomes negative values and the helical inversion takes place.
This is consistent with the condition (Equation (33)) of the helical inversion. The
molecular biaxiality becomes important for 0.5 < ϕ < 0.8.(28) For larger values
of the model parameter ϕ, the helical inversion disappears because of ϵx > 0. Our
theory does not consider molecular biaxiality, however, our results demonstrate
that the chiral interaction between unlike molecules is important to understand
helical sense inversions. The condition (Equation (40)) of the helical inversion in
binary chiral mixtures has not been solved in terms of molecular biaxiality, yet.
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